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Welcome to the 3rd Edition of the Queensland Superkart Newsletter for 2020, some
exciting news is that we appear to be heading in the right direction with COVID-19
which will hopefully mean we are back on track sooner rather than later with
everyone pretty keen to get back on track.
So while there’s no on-track action happening that doesn’t mean we don’t have
plenty of great content for you, Neil Faulkner continues his mini-series on Data
Logging and how to use it to drop those lap times! We catch up with Jon
Bothamley and hear his superkarting story.
We look at what is required to transform a ‘sprint kart’ into a ‘Superkart’ and get
trackside. We have more great photos from the days gone by as well as delving
into who the club’s life members are and the story behind them.
The Qld Government has launched an inquiry into ‘Motor Recreational Activities’,
thanks to Roger Amiss the QLD Superkart Club Inc. put in a submission and let
them know we would benefit from a ‘Premier permanent venue’ as well as better
protection against noise and vulnerability of existing tracks particularly Lakeside
check out the full submission further down.
The Queensland Historic and Vintage Karting Inc are looking to partner up with the
QSC for displays/social events and as a tease we have a story from Ian Smith on
rebuilding his 1983 Ward A chassis make sure you check it out!
This month also sees the start of a mini series on the Life members throughout
the clubs history.
Word on the Grapevine is that we could see some new members out on track in
250 Nationals later this year or early next year which is great news for what is
already one of the strongest competiton class in QLD. 125 National looking set to
join it's bigger brother as the most popular class to be in at the moment, expect
great racing from these boys and girls once we get back to the track.
We hope you enjoy this edition and look forward to catching up with everyone
trackside until then stay safe and get those karts prepared.

Contact QLD Superkart Club

Search @QLDSuperkart on your favourite Social Media Outlet
If you would like to advertise your business in our newsletter, get in
touch with us via email at

qldsuperkart01@gmail.com

Jon Bothamley
I started Superkarting in 1993 back in the UK, after following the footsteps of my father who
raced during the 60’s. I began racing on the short circuits, and after 6 races I qualified for the
‘National A’ License, allowing me to compete in the Long Circuit Championship. I competed
in both Short and Long Circuit disciplines simultaneously throughout my racing career,
beginning with the 125cc National class. This spanned until 2004, although I took a hiatus in
2001 after a hospital trip from Cadwell Park. I returned in 2002 in the 250cc National Class
and competed until 2004 when work commitments took priority. In 2012 I then emigrated to
Australia and in 2015 I returned back to Superkarts after joining the QLD Superkart Club,
briefly in the 250 National class before returning to the 125cc National class for the closer
competition.
Most memorable:
Entering the British Grand Prix at Silverstone as a novice in 1994. I was grid position #56 at
the start of the weekend and by the Final I was grid position #8. Unfortunately mechanical
failure forced an early retirement in the final, but the fight towards the front and gaining
position throughout the weekend, I’ll never forget! x60 125cc National karts entered each
heat that weekend!!
I also got to share the track/paddock with Lewis Hamilton when our race weekends
coincided, while he was working his way up through the Mclaren Young Driver Programme.
What’s next?
I have no plans of retirement; I look forward to continuing racing as it’s what I love! I have
plans to compete in the National Championship and I’m also very excited and proud to be
sharing the tarmac with my son Todd, and Daughter Amber, who are competing once racing
resumes.
Achievements
’95, ’96, ’97 LKRC 125cc National Champion
’96, ’98, ’99 SYKC 125cc National Champion
’97, ’99 Crystal Winter Series 125cc National Champion
’03, ‘04 SYKC 250cc National Champion
2019 QSKC 125cc National Champion
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Jon putting it all on the line at Morgan Park 2019

You’ve heard the term ‘Superkart’ and
probably wondered what makes them
so ‘Super’ compared to normal karts.
The key difference is that Superkarts
race on full size car circuits instead of
shorter ‘sprint’ tracks and that’s about it.
This article covers all that is necessary
to transition from ‘sprint’ kart racing into
Superkarts.

Let’s start with the Rotax class, this is a
great class if you’re new to karting or just
want super competitive and close racing
that these karts generate. What’s
involved with turning a ‘sprint kart’
pictured to the left into a Superkart
pictured above?
Transforming your Rotax from ‘sprint’ to ‘superkart’ involves the following:
●
●
●

16 Tooth Front sprocket plus correct sized rear sprocket (70
teeth is a good ballpark)
Increase Jetting in Carby (Richer)
Rear Rain Light (available from the club)

●

Nosecone (optional not necessary) available from the club

What does all this cost I hear you asking. Front Sprocket around $50, Rear
Sprocket $25, Rain light $80 and nose cone approx. $370 and remember that
a nosecone is not a necessity to start with, you could upgrade to a ‘Superkart’
for as little as $175 absolute bargain to hit speeds of up to 160Km/h.

The Queensland Superkart Club Inc. have been
approached by the Queensland Vintage &
Historic Karting Inc. about the 2 clubs joining
forces with things like joint displays at events
and even getting some of the Historic
Superkarts back running on the big tracks and
looking at social events in the future. With
these 2 clubs teaming up the future of road race
karting in QLD looks strong.
As a tease of what’s to come we have a story
from Ian Smith and the labour of love that went
into the rebuild of his 1983 Ward A GB kart.
Owner / Driver Ian Smith
Originally built in 1983 by Peter Ward
Engineering for Ian Smith, the design was
adapted from the very successful A frame
designed by Peter Ward for sprint kart use.
It was raced by Ian for 2 years as an air cooled
250 National with a full ground effects undertray
and open type bodywork.
The kart even managed a 3rd place on debut at
the 1983 Australian Superkart Grand Prix held
at Adelaide International Raceway despite
some initial “teething troubles” with the
revolutionary ground effects system.
In 1986 the decision was made to update the
kart to 250 International specification with Peter
Ward modifying a water cooled piston port
induction Yamaha TZ 250 F motor to Crankcase
Reed Valve induction, while Ian Smith
undertook the task of building a fibreglass full
body with a one piece ground effects floor pan
of a different design and aluminium wings from
scratch.
After some initial “teething troubles” the kart
proved to be very fast and reliable over the next
few years placing in the top three several times
even against the more fancied Rotax Tandem
twin that was considered the motor of Choice at
the time.

It was last raced in anger at the 1990 Victorian Championships
at Philip Island Grand Prix Circuit where it suffered a terminal
piston failure.
The kart was then parked at Peter’s shearing shed while Ian and
Peter embarked on Auscar racing at Calder Park Thunderdome
for several seasons.
25 years after being last raced the kart was sent up to
Queensland to be reunited with its owner and restored back to
racing condition.
The restoration was a reasonably straight forward process after
the new part numbers for pistons and rings were discovered
along with many original engine parts found in Europe for these
now rare and ageing motors. (Thank God for Ebay).

BERNIE WEIER
Bernie or Bernard Weier first came on the scene in 1989 and enjoyed his time in 125GB and 250
National winning the class championship 6 times for 250 National (1990-1996) missing out only
in 1994 to Roger Thompson, Bernie also picked up 2 State Championships in 1994 and 95.
Bernie would also help Roger Thompson setup and pack up the safety barriers at a race meeting
often hours after others had gone home.
Bernie was the club treasurer for a period of 10 years (1991-2001) as well helping as a scrutineer
at race meetings and cooking on the club BBQ at the end of the day. Taking a short break from
the club 2001-2012 Bernie is back as part of Weier Family Racing with his son Timothy doing the
driving. Bernie did make a return behind the wheel in 2013 and showing that he hadn’t lost any
of his speed finishing 2nd in the Championship and turning a 55.1 around Lakeside.
Bernie’s contributions to the club over the past 30 years have been invaluable and will be into the
future without doubt.

MARILYN WEIER
Marilyn came hand in hand with Bernie and took on the role of race reporter, spending her time
on the pit wall keeping track of all the dicing going on during each race and also talking to the
ones who didn't finish to find out why and then going home and writing up a race report from her
notes. (In those days the pit wall was just a cement wall waist high and from here you could see
all the track except for where it disappears into Carousel and each class had its own race slot.)
After a couple of years Marilyn’s took over running the canteen on race days which not only
supplied the racers and supporters with much needed fuel but the valuable flag marshals as well
(all volunteers in those days organised by the club). Initially she would only organize the
supplies and set up at the start of the day and help pack up leaving other volunteers to run it
during the day while she worked on the race report. Marilyn would also organize the food for
the barbeque at the end of the day. Over the years the number of volunteers available reduced
and when Bernard retired from racing Marilyn retired from writing the race report and moved into
the Canteen full time, running it with the help from Carole Smith who along with others had
been one of her many volunteers , Marilyn was also given the responsibility of organising the
catering for end of year functions with the profits from the Canteen paying for all the trophies.

Stockman MR2 250 cc National
Looking to join the Superkart Series? Well
here’s a great opportunity.
The kart pictured is up for sale! It’s a Stockman
MR2 chassis previously used by Russell
Jamieson @rus87 with an RS Honda on it.
It now has a YZ Yamaha bolted to the chassis
with a Gary Treadwell modified barrel and Red
Speed pipe to match.
This package has been sorted out by Chryss
and Russell and is ready to arrive and drive for
it’s new owner.
Package includes some engine and brake spare
parts.
Price is as follows:
$11,500 with Mychron 5 dash & $10,500
without Mychron 5 dash.
Contact Chryss Jamieson on 0417713409 if you
are genuine about buying this awesome
machine.

